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Abstract—On-demand routing reduces the control overhead in mobile ad
hoc networks, but it has the major drawback of introducing latency between
route-request arrival and the determination of a valid route. This paper addresses the issue of minimizing the delay in on-demand routing protocols
through optimizing the Time-to-Live (TTL) interval for route caching. An
analytical framework is introduced to compute the expected routing delay
when a source node or an intermediate node has a cached route with any
given TTL value. Furthermore, numerical methods are proposed to determine the optimal TTL of a newly cached route. We present simulation
results that support the validity of our analysis. Using the proposed analytical framework, we study how the routing delay is affected by route length,
route-request frequency, and the frequency of topology variation. We show
that the proposed optimal route-cache TTL strategy can significantly reduce
the routing delay over systems that either does not use route-cache or keeps
route-cache indefinitely long. We further show that the performance gain
of optimizing the route-cache TTL increases with increasing traffic pattern
localization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the ad-hoc network architecture, there is no pre-existing
fixed network infrastructure. Nodes of an ad-hoc network are
mobile hosts, typically with similar transmission power and
computation capabilities. Direct communication between any
two nodes is allowed when adequate radio propagation conditions and network channel assignment exist. Otherwise the
nodes communicate through multi-hop routing. The lack of fixed
infrastructure suggests that some network functions, otherwise
handled by the wireline backbone, must now be maintained by
the nomadic nodes in an ad-hoc network.
Node mobility and the lack of topological stability make the
routing protocols previously developed for wireline networks
unsuitable for ad hoc networks[4][19][16][27][8]. The ad hoc
network routing protocols can be roughly divided into three categories: proactive, reactive, and hybrid. A proactive routing protocol, also called a table-driven protocol, requires that each node
maintains an up-to-date routing table, such that a route is readily available when data packets need to be send out. Routing
protocols such as DSDV[25], FSR[12], OLSR[13], STAR[5],
TBRPF[1], and WRP[22] are examples of proactive protocols.
In reactive routing protocols, also called on-demand protocols, a
node is not required to maintain a routing table (although route
caches may be kept), but instead a route query process is initiated whenever it is needed. Routing protocols such as ABR[31],
AODV[26], DSR[15], and TORA[24] are examples of reactive
protocols. A reactive protocol avoids the control message overhead incurred in building routing tables, which may never be
used before the routes become obsolete due to topology changes.
However, when routes are requested, nodes need to send out
route query messages into a large part of the network, which
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could lead to a large delay of route response, in addition to
the potential penalty in network resources. A hybrid flat protocol, ZRP[7], was proposed to combine the benefit of both approaches. In this protocol, a node proactively maintains only the
link information of nodes within a variable-sized local neighborhood, and it reactively sends out route queries to faraway destinations.
A. Route Caching
In an on-demand routing protocol, or in the on-demand component of a hybrid routing protocol, a newly discovered route
should be cached, so that it may be reused the next time that
the same route is requested. Two cases of route caching exists.
In the basic case, a source node caches routes so that a route is
available when an application, running within the same node, demands it. We call this source route caching. As an extension to
the above, many on-demand routing protocols, such as AODV
and DSR, allow an intermediate node (a non-destination node
that has received a copy of the source node’s route request) that
has a cached route to the destination reply to the source with the
cached route. We call this intermediate route caching.
The benefit of using route caches in the on-demand approach
is two-fold. First and most importantly, when a route request
arrives, provided that the cached route is not obsolete, a valid
route is immediately available, leading to significantly smaller
routing latency. This is particularly important in audio and video
transmissions, where the successful play-back of the received
information is delay sensitive. Second, route caching reduces
the control traffic that is required in searching for a new route.
However, prolonged storage of a route cache may render it
obsolete. When an invalid route cache is used, extra traffic overhead and routing delay is incurred to discover the broken links.
Depending on the implementation details, data and/or control
packets are delivered over part of the cached route that is still
valid, before the broken link can be discovered.
One approach to minimize the effect of invalid route cache is
to purge the cache entry after some Time-to-Live (TTL) interval.1 If the TTL is set too small, valid routes are likely to be
discarded, and large routing delay and traffic overhead may result due to the new route search. On the other hand, if the TTL is
set too large, invalid route-caches are likely to be used, and additional routing delay and traffic overhead may result before the
broken route is discovered. Thus, an algorithm that optimizes
1 Another approach is to use a route-cache invalidation procedure, where the
up-stream node of a broken link initiates route invalidation packets, whether or
not the broken link is part of an active route presently delivering data. The route
invalidation packets prompt the route-caching nodes to purge the affected route
caches. This is essentially a proactive approach, which can lead to large control
overhead when the network topology changes frequently. Such proactive routecache invalidation procedures are outside the scope of this paper.
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the TTL setting is necessary for the optimal performance of an
on-demand routing protocol.
B. Routing Delay vs. Traffic Overhead
The impact of using an invalid route cache is not the same in
terms of the traffic overhead or the routing delay.
In terms of the traffic overhead, this impact is relatively small.
Since the number of hops in a route scales as the square-root of
the number of nodes, it’s easy to see that the traffic to discover
a broken link scales as the square-root of the number of nodes.
Meanwhile, the traffic to discover a new route scales linearly
with the number of nodes. Therefore, the extra traffic overhead
due to an invalid route cache is comparatively insignificant.
In terms of the routing delay, however, the impact of invalid
route caches is large. The delay required to discover a broken
link scales as the square-root of the number of nodes. This is
of the same scaling law as the delay required to discover a new
route. Therefore, invalid route caches can significantly prolong
the routing delay.
Hence, in this paper, we concentrate on the routing delay of
on-demand routing.
C. Outline of Presentation
In this work, we consider the problem of optimizing the TTL
of a cached route in order to minimize the expected routing delay
of the next request of the same route (i.e., the same source and
destination node pair, or the same intermediate and destination
node pair). In Section II, we survey the related work in literature.
In Section III, we explain the network model under consideration. In Section IV, we concentrate on the analysis of source
route-caching. We first introduce an analytical framework to
compute the expected routing delay when the source node has
a cached route with a given TTL value. We then propose a numerical method to determine the optimal TTL of a newly discovered route cached by the source node. In Section V, we extend
the analysis in the previous section to the case of intermediate
routing caching, presenting approximation methods to compute
the expected routing delay and to determine the optimal routecache TTL. In Section VI, we present simulation results that support the validity of our analysis. Using the proposed analytical
framework, we further study how the routing delay is affected
by the route length and the route-request frequency relative to
the frequency of topology variation. In addition, we show that
the optimal route-cache TTL gives the most performance gain
when the traffic pattern is localized. Finally, concluding remarks
are provided in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In wireline networks, such as the Internet, links are relatively
stable. Hence, the routing protocols of choice are proactive[18],
so that route caching is unnecessary. Even in wireless cellular
networks, since the data traffic is routed through the wireline
backbone network[28], route caching is irrelevant.
In ad hoc networks, however, as explained in the previous section, the proper selection of the route-cache TTL is particularly
important. As far as we are aware, there is very little reported
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work in literature that addresses the issue of ad hoc route-cache
TTL optimization.
Most existing on-demand protocols, such as AODV, DSR, and
TORA, employ route caching in various forms, while others,
such as ABR, do not consider route caching. In DSR and TORA,
a cached route is kept indefinitely (i.e. TTL=∞), until a broken
link in the route is detected during data transmission. In AODV,
a discovered route is associated with an “active route time-out”
value that dictates the duration within which the route can be
used. This time-out value is static and identical throughout the
network. In this work, we study the optimization of the routecache TTL adapted to each cached route.
In [21], case study based on DSR has suggested that route
caching can reduce the average latency of route discovery by
more than 10-fold. Further simulation studies reported in [2],
[14], [10], [3], and [11] have confirmed the effectiveness of
route caching in on-demand routing protocols. However, [14],
[10], [3], and [11] have also drawn the conclusion that the indefinite route-cache, as is employed in DSR, can lead to many stale
routes and hence degrade the routing performance.
In addition, [3] and [11] have demonstrated the need for determining a suitable time for the route-cache expiration. The
simulation results in [11] have further shown a case study of the
optimal route-cache expiry time obtained by exhaustive search.
In this work, we approach the problem of adaptive route-cache
TTL optimization through analytical studies.
III. N ETWORK M ODEL
We consider a mobile ad hoc network represented by a graph
G(V, E) consisting of a set V of nodes together with a set E
of edges. At any time instant, an edge (u, v), where u, v ∈ V ,
exists if and only if node u can successfully transmit to node v.
In this case, we say that the link from node u to node v is up.
Otherwise, the link is down or has failed.
The topology of a mobile ad hoc network changes continuously. In the modeling of general communication networks, it
is usually assumed that all edge failures are statistically independent [17]. The modeling of dependent link failures generally requires a large number of conditional probability distributions. Therefore, though unrealistic, the independence assumption greatly simplifies the analysis of network performance. In
this paper, we assume that all links have identical up-time distribution Fu (t) and down-time distribution Fd (t). However, the
proposed analytical framework can accommodate non-identical
up-time and down-time distributions as well. In particular, if a
node has somehow obtained the up-time and down-time distributions of each link in its cached route, this information can be
applied to improved the estimation of route lifetime. However,
collecting the statistics of each individual link can potentially
lead to very large amount of control message overhead. Therefore, we do not assume the availability of such information in
this work.
Source Route Caching: We assume that route requests to a
destination node nd arrive at the source node ns as a stream
that has identically distributed inter-arrival intervals with a general distribution Fa(s,d) (t). When there is no ambiguity, this is
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simply denoted Fa (t). We consider only non-trivial networks
where the average time between topology changes is smaller
than the average route-search delay.2 Therefore, we assume that
the route-request inter-arrival time is much larger than the routesearch delay, since, otherwise, a valid route is already found at
the last route request. Namely, a burst of data packets sent to a
common destination within a very small time frame would cause
a single route request.
When a route request is made due to a data packet arrival, if ns
has a cached route to nd , it immediately sends out the data packet
using the cached route. If the cached route is valid, we assume
that this operation does not incur any routing delay. However, if
the cached route is invalid, the node on the up-stream end of a
failed link notifies ns via a route-error packet. In this case, and
in the case that ns does not have a cached route to nd , the predefined routing protocol 3 is employed to search for a new route
to nd . We further assume that ns renews or re-computes the TTL
of a cached route to nd each time a packet is successfully sent
through the cached route. A cached route is purged when its TTL
expires.
Intermediate Route Caching: We consider the case where
a route request to a destination node nd is originated from a
source node ns and received by an intermediate node ni . As
in the source route caching case, we only consider non-trivial
networks where the average time between topology changes is
smaller than the route-search delay.
When a route request is received by ni , if ni has a cached
route to nd , it computes the proper TTL of the cached route for
the ns -to-nd route request4 , based on the method to be described
in Section V. If the route-cache has expired for the route request
from ns to nd , node ni simply retransmits the route request to its
neighbors, usually following a controlled flooding scheme [7].
If the TTL has not been exceeded, ni sends the cached route
to ns , together with the newly discovered (or revalidated) route
between ns and ni . If the cached route is valid, the total routing
delay, for ns , is the round-trip time between ns and ni . If the
cached route is not valid, the node on the up-stream end of a
failed link notifies ns via a route-error packet. In this case, a
new route-discovery process is initiated by ns .
As explained in Section I, we are mostly interested in reducing the routing delay, by using the appropriate route-cache TTL.
We assume that all data and control packet transmissions across
a link incur an average delay of L seconds.5 Although packets
may be different in length, in a wireless ad hoc network operating at medium to high load, the predominant factor in the aggregate delay of packet transmission across a link is the queuing
delay in th MAC layer due to the contention of the share wire2 Otherwise, the only suitable routing approach is to flood data packets
throughout the network
3 The exact mechanism of the on-demand routing protocol is not important
here.
4 It can be shown that, within any node, the cached route to a destination as a
source route-cache (i.e., the node itself is the source) always has larger TTL value
than that of the intermediate route-cache (i.e., the node serves as an intermediate
node) to the same destination.
5 For example, in the simulation environment considered in the case study of
[21], the average delay is shown to be approximately 14.5 ms/hop.
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ns , ni , nd :
Fu (t), fu (t):
fu ∗ (s):
Fd (t), fd (t):
Fa (t), fa (t):
fa ∗ (s):
L:
S:
D:
T:
ta :
fc (t):
fc ∗ (s):
Fr (t), fr (t):
fr ∗ (s):
Rr (t):
Xi :
FXi (t), fXi (t):
fXi ∗ (s):
RXi (t):
Qi (T ):
pi (T ):

source, intermediate, and destination
nodes
probability distribution and density of
link up-time
Laplace transform of fu (t)
probability distribution and density of
link down-time
probability distribution and density of
route request inter-arrival interval
Laplace transform of fa (t)
average delay per packet transmission
per link
hop count to source node
hop count to destination node
route-cache TTL
time between two consecutive route requests
probability density of ta given ta < T
Laplace transform of fc (t)
probability distribution and density of
backward residual lifetime of link in
cached route
Laplace transform of fr (t)
1 − Fr (t)
minimum of the residual lifetimes of the
first i links in cached route
probability distribution and density of
Xi
Laplace transform of fXi (t)
1 − FXi (t)
probability that when a route request arrives before TTL= T expires the first i
links of the cached route have not failed
Qi−1 (T ) − Qi (T )

TABLE I
TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE : PART I

less medium. This justifies the assumption that different types
of packets incur the same delay over a link. If necessary, this
assumption can be relaxed, requiring only minor modification of
the proposed analytical framework.
Tables I and II contain lists of the symbols, definitions, and
variables used throughout this paper.
IV. O PTIMIZING THE S OURCE ROUTE -C ACHE TTL
Obviously, the optimal TTL of a route-cache depends on how
stable the route topology is. In a hypothetical universe, if the
status of all links at all times in the future were known, the TTL
should be set to the first time instant that any link in the route
fails. In reality, however, we can only estimate the route lifetime
from statistics and optimize the TTL to minimize the expected
delay.
This section deals with the problem of optimizing the TTL for
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Cx>T (T ), Cx<T (T )

:

C(T ):
Cλu ,λa (T ):
q(τ ):

g(x):

C···
(T ), g  (x):

Topt :
γ:
λa , µa :
λu , µu :
λd , µd :
πD :

expected delays given TTL= T and the
comparison of x and T , due to source
route caching
expected delay given TTL= T , due to
source route caching
special case of C(T ) with exponential
distributions
probability that a given link in the
cached route is up at time τ after the last
route request
auxiliary function used in TTL optimization, for source route caching
counterparts of C··· (T ) and g(x) for intermediate route caching
optimal TTL value
TTL optimality factor (γ = 1 for optimal TTL)
rate and mean of route request arrival
time
rate and mean of link up-time
rate and mean of link down-time
distribution of D

TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE : PART II

source route caching, assuming that intermediate route caching
is not performed. In the following two subsections, we first provide an analytical frameworks for computing the expected routing delay. We then describe a numerical method to determine
the optimal TTL.
A. Computing the Expected Routing Delay
Suppose the source node ns has a cached route to the destination node nd , which is validated by the last route request and has
a TTL value of T seconds. Let D be the number of hops in this
route.
Let the next route request to nd arrive at time ta after the
ns -to-nd route is cached. Then, from Section III, ta has distribution Fa (t). Let fa (t) be the density function of ta , and let
fa ∗ (s) be the Laplace transform of fa (t).
If ta > T , node ns searches for a new route to nd . The routing delay is the time for one round-trip propagation of control
packets between ns and nd . We assume that the two end nodes
have not moved too far during the inter-arrival interval, so that
the new route still has mean route length of D hops. In this case,
the routing delay is
(1)

If ta < T , either there is no routing delay, in the case where
the cached route is valid, or the routing delay is the time to discover the route-cache invalidity plus the time to search for a new
route. The time to discover the route-cache invalidity depends on
the distance between the source node and the nearest failed link
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fc (t) = fa (t | t < T ) =

1
fa (t)PT (t) ,
Fa (T )

where

1
PT (t) =
0

0≤t≤T
otherwise .

Thus, the Laplace transform of fc (t) is


1 − e−sT
1
fa ∗ (s) ∗
fc ∗ (s) =
2πjFa (T )
s
 c+j∞
−zT
1−e
1
fa ∗ (s − z)dz
=
(2)
2πjFa (T ) c−j∞
z
−zT

1−e
1
fa ∗ (s − z) ,
Res
=−
z=ξ
Fa (T )
z
poles of
ξ∈f

∗
a (s − z)

where Res denotes the residue at the pole z = ξ.
z=ξ

TABLE II

Cta >T (T ) = 2LD .

from the source. In the following, we first derive the distribution
of the distance between the source and the first failed link.
Let fc (t) be the density function of ta given ta < T . We have

Let fu (t) = dFu (t)/dt be the density function of the link
up-time and fu ∗ (s) be its Laplace transform. Since the routerequest arrival process is independent of the network topology
change, given the time that the cached route was determined due
to the previous route request, the residual lifetime of a link in the
cached route has the density function[23]
fr (t) =

1
[1 − Fu (t)] ,
µu

(3)

where µu is the mean up-time of a link. The Laplace transform
of fr (t) is
1
fr ∗ (s) =
[1 − fu ∗ (s)] .
µu s
Let Xi be the minimum of the residual lifetimes of the first i
links in the cached route. Let fXi (t) and FXi (t) be its density
and distribution functions, and let fXi ∗ (s) and FXi ∗ (s) be the
corresponding Laplace transforms, respectively. Let RXi (t) =
1 − FXi (t) and Rr (t) = 1 − Fr (t), and RXi ∗ (s) and Rr ∗ (s)
be their Laplace transforms, respectively. Then fXi ∗ (s) can be
determined through the following recursion. We have
RXi (t) = [Rr (t)]i = RXi−1 (t)Rr (t) ,
since the link failures are independent [23]. Thus,
1
[RXi−1 ∗ (s) ∗ Rr ∗ (s)]
2πj
 c+j∞
1
RXi−1 ∗ (z)Rr ∗ (s − z)dz
=
2πj c−j∞

=−
Res RXi−1 ∗ (z)Rr ∗ (s − z) .

RXi ∗ (s) =

ξ∈poles of Rr ∗ (s−z)

z=ξ

(4)
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From this, we can compute
∗

∗

∗

As an example, if the link up-times are exponentially distributed with mean µu = 1/λu and if the route-requests form
a Poisson process with rate λa , equation (7) can be reduced to

∗

fXi (s) = sFXi (s) − FXi (0+) = 1 − sRXi (s) .
Let Qi (T ) be the probability that, when a route request arrives
before the TTL expires, the first i links of the cached route have
not failed. We have
Qi (T ) = Pr{ta < Xi | ta < T }
 ∞
=
Pr{ta < t | ta < T }fXi (t)dt
0

 ∞
 c+j∞ ∗
1
fc (s) st
e ds fXi (t)dt
=
2πj c−j∞
s
0

 ∞
 c+j∞ ∗
fc (s)
1
=
fXi (t)est dt ds
2πj c−j∞
s
0
 c+j∞ ∗
fc (s)
1
fXi ∗ (−s)ds
=
2πj c−j∞
s

fc ∗ (s)
=−
fXi ∗ (−s) .
Res
s=ξ
s
∗

Cλu ,λa (T ) =2LD + 2λa L

D−1


1 − e−(iλu +λa )T
iλu + λa

i=0
−(Dλu +λa )T

1−e
− 4λa LD
Dλu + λa

(5)

(8)

.

The detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A. In Section
VI, we verify the above through simulations.
The above analytical framework provides a means for evaluating the expected routing delay given the TTL value. However,
it is very likely that the optimal TTL value is more important to a
system designer. Due to the complexity of equation (7), or even
in its simpler, special case of equation (8), where all distributions are memory-less, this is not easy to accomplish. In the next
section, we provide a numerical method to compute the optimal
TTL.

ξ∈poles of fXi (−s)

Due to the multi-node contention of common wireless
medium, the appropriate value of the average number of neighbors per node in an ad hoc network is usually small.6 Therefore,
in the i.i.d. link model with sufficiently large number of nodes,
the average duration that a link is down is far larger than the average duration that the link is up. Namely, it is safe to assume
that, within the time scale of route-request arrivals, a link that
has failed within the route-request arrival interval will not be up
by the end of the interval. Therefore, the probability that, when a
route request arrives before the TTL expires, the first i − 1 links
are up, but the ith link is down is

B. Determining the Optimal Route-Cache TTL
Let q(τ ) be the probability that a given link in the cached route
is still up at time τ after the last route request. Suppose a route
request arrives at time τ after the last route request. Let T be the
chosen TTL value for the cached route. If τ > T , the cached
route is not used, and the routing delay is
Cτ >T (τ, T ) = 2LD .
If τ < T , the routing delay is
Cτ <T (τ, T ) = 2L

pi (T ) = Qi−1 (T ) − Qi (T ) ,

Cta <T (T ) = 2L

i=1

ipi (T ) + 2L[1 − QD (T )]D .

i=1

(6)

Finally, combining the equations (1) and (6), we obtain the
expected routing delay of the next route request, when the TTL
of a D-hop cached route is set to T :
C(T ) = Fa (T )Cta <T (T ) + [1 − Fa (T )]Cta >T (T )


D

ipi (T ) − Fa (T )QD (T )D .
= 2L D + Fa (T )
i=1

(7)

6 For example, in [30] and [29] the optimal number of neighbors per node is
found to be around six.
7 Here, we have assumed that the node at the up-stream end of a failed link
discovers the link failure after waiting for the round-trip packet-delivery time
over the link. This is not necessary if the system under consideration employs a
MAC layer protocol that constantly monitors the neighborhood connectivity and
reports that information to the upper layers. In this case, it is a simple matter to
subtract 2L from the cost Cta <T (T ).
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D


i[1 − q(τ )]q i−1 (τ ) + 2L[1 − q D (τ )]D



where we define Q0 (T ) = 1.
From the above, the expected routing delay given ta < T is7
D


(9)

= 2L D +


q D (τ ) − 1
− 2Dq D (τ ) .
q(τ ) − 1

(10)

Therefore, the expected routing delay as defined in (7) has the
following alternate from:
C(T ) =





∞

T

Cτ >T (τ, T )fa (τ )dτ +
Cτ <T (τ, T )fa (τ )dτ
T
0

 T
q D (τ ) − 1
= 2LD − 2L
2Dq D (τ ) −
fa (τ )dτ .
q(τ ) − 1
0
(11)

Since q(τ ) is a decreasing function of τ and 0 ≤ q(τ ) < 1, it
is easy to verify that C(T ) is a concave function of T . Therefore,
if we let
1
dC(T )
2Lfa (T ) dT
q D (T ) − 1
,
= 2Dq D (T ) −
q(T ) − 1

g[q(T )] = −
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Fig. 1. Intermediate node route caching and route reply

the minimum of C(T ) is achieved when g[q(T )] = 0. Therefore,
the optimal value of q(T ) is the root in [0, 1) of a function of the
form
xD − 1
.
g(x) = 2DxD −
x−1
Given any value of D, a numerical method such as bisection
or the Newton’s method[9] can be used to find this root. Since
q(T ) = 1−Fr (T ), once the optimal value of q(T ) is determined
numerically, the optimal TTL value can be found by reversing
the density function of the residual lifetime of a link.
From the above analysis, one immediately makes an important observation that the optimal TTL value does not depend on
fa (t), although the minimal routing delay does. Therefore, the
optimization of the route-cache TTL can be carried out independently of the actual route-request inter-arrival statistics. This
property of the optimal TTL significantly reduces the computational requirement of the adaptive, real-time route-cache TTL
optimization performed by the individual nodes in an ad hoc network.
Following the example in the previous section, in the case that
the link up-times are exponentially distributed with mean µu =
1/λu and the route-requests form a Poisson process with rate λa ,
the optimal TTL value Topt satisfies
q(Topt ) = 1 − [1 − e

−λu Topt

].

Therefore, in this case, we have
Topt = −

1
log qopt ,
λu

where qopt is the root of g(x) in [0, 1).
The validity of the above derivation is verified through simulation, and the results are shown in Section VI.
V. O PTIMIZING THE I NTERMEDIATE ROUTE -C ACHE TTL
In this section, we extend the analytical frameworks in Section
IV to provide an heuristic scheme for the optimization of the
route-cache expiry time for intermediate route caching.
As shown in Figure 1, suppose a copy of the route request,
from the source node ns to the destination node nd , is received
by an intermediate node ni , and ni has a cached route to nd .
Let S be the hop count from ns to ni , and D be the hop count
from ni to nd . Clearly, the optimal TTL of the cached route
depends on both S and D. In fact, since S ≤ 0, it can be easily
demonstrated that this TTL is always smaller than or equal to
the TTL of the source route cache from ni to nd . Therefore, the
selection of the optimal source route-cache TTL does not affect
the determination of the intermediate route-cache TTL.
As in Section IV, we first present the analytical model for
computing the routing delay, and then present a method for minimizing the routing delay. However, here we will combine both
in an iterative framework.
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Let ta be the time of arrival of the next route request, from ns
to nd , at node ni , after the na -to-nd route is cached, due to the
previous route establishment or revalidation. Let Topt be the optimal TTL value of the cached ni -to-nd route, corresponding to

(S, D) be the associated tothe ns -to-nd route request. Let Cmin
tal routing delay from ns to nd . We further assume that ta is also
the time of route request arrival after the last time the ni -to-nd
route is cached. Since the ni -to-nd route-cache can be established or revalidated based on route searches from nodes other
than ns , this assumption leads to a worst case approximation of
the actual routing delay.
Based on most existing on-demand routing protocols, if no
route is cached in ni , or if the cached route has expired, the
route request continues to be forwarded to the adjacent nodes
of ni [27][8]. Therefore, in this case, the routing delay is 2LS
plus the time of route discovery between ni and nd . Suppose
all nodes in the network use the same optimal route-cache TTL
strategy, we have the upper-bound

Cta >Topt (S, D) = Cmin
(S + 1, D − 1) .

If the route cache at ni is used and it is valid, the routing delay
equals to the route reply delay, 2LS. If the route cache at ni is
used and it is not valid, the routing delay is a combination of the
route reply delay, the time for the source node to discover the
broken link, and the time to search for a new route. Therefore,
corresponding to equation (6), we have
Cta <Topt (S, D) =2LS + 2L

D

i=1

ipi (Topt ) + [1 − QD (Topt )]


(S + 1, D − 1)] .
· [2LS + Cmin

Thus, the expected routing delay is

Cmin
(S, D)
=Fa (Topt )Cta <Topt (S, D) + [1 − Fa (Topt )]Cta >Topt (S, D)

(S + 1, D − 1)
=[1 − Fa (Topt )QD (Topt )]Cmin


D

ipi (Topt )
+ 2LFa (Topt ) 2S − QD (Topt )S +
i=1

(12)

In order to determine the optimal intermediate route-cache
TTL, we modify the analytical framework in Section IV-B as
follows.
Corresponding to equations (9)-(10), the routing delay when
route cache has expired is

Cτ >T (S, D) = Cmin
(S + 1, D − 1) ,

and the routing delay when route cache has not expired is
Cτ <T (S, D) = 2LS + 2L

D

i=1

i[1 − q(τ )]q i−1 (τ )


+ [1 − q (τ )][2LS + Cmin
(S + 1, D − 1)]
D
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1
µu

Therefore, the total expected routing delay due to intermediate
route caching can be expressed by
CT (S, D)

 ∞

Cτ >T (S, D)fa (τ )dτ +
=

UP

T

Cτ <T (S, D)fa (τ )dτ


1

fa (τ ) [D + S +
=Cmin (S + 1, D − 1) − 2L
2L
0

D
(τ
)
−
1
q

− 2S dτ
(S + 1, D − 1)]q D (τ ) −
· Cmin
q(τ ) − 1
0
T

T

If we let

DOWN
1
µd

Fig. 2. Continuous-time Markov-Chain model of link states

NUM_NODE=300 NUM_NEIGH=6
8

the minimum of C  (T ) is achieved when g  [q(T )] = 0. Therefore, the optimal value of q(T ) is the root in [0, 1) of a function
of the form

7

g  (x) =[D + S +

1 
C
(S + 1, D − 1)]xD
2L min

xD − 1
− 2S ,
−
x−1

(13)

From this, the optimal value of the intermediate route-cache
TTL at node ni can be determined as a function of S, D, and

(S + 1, D − 1).
Cmin
Furthermore, we have the initial condition

Cmin
(S + D, 0) = 2L(S + D) .

Thus, iteratively combining (12) and (13), we can determine the
optimal route-cache TTL at each intermediate node, and the corresponding routing delay between nodes ns and nd .

average delay per route request [L]

dCT (S, D)
1
,
g  [q(T )] = −
2Lfa (T )
dT

simulate, µa=0.1
analysis, µa=0.1
simulate, µa=0.3
analysis, µa=0.3
simulate, µa=1
analysis, µ =1
a

6

5

4

3

2
−1
10

0

10

1

10

TTL optimality factor

Fig. 3. Expected routing delay normalized to L vs. TTL optimality factor. Comparison between simulation and analysis on a network of 300 nodes. The average
degree per node is 6. µu = 1 and µd = 48.8. The vertical lines represent the
99.95% confidence intervals.

VI. S IMULATION AND N UMERICAL E VALUATION
We use discrete-event simulation to validate the proposed analytical framework. Selected results are presented in this section. In addition, we apply the analytical framework to study
the minimal routing delay given various system parameters. We
further demonstrate the performance gain achieved by the TTL
optimization, through comparison with systems employing no
route cache or never-expiring route cache.
A. Simulation Model and Output Analysis
A simulation model is developed to represent the link establishments and breakages in an ad hoc network based on the network model described in Section III. In particular, we present
the simulation results for the case where the link up and down
times are exponentially distributed. The link between every
pair of nodes is modeled to become up and down alternatively,
t
with inter-event arrival time distributions fu (t) = µ1u e− µu and
−

t

fd (t) = µ1d e µd . In this case, the state of a link can be modeled
by a continuous-time Markov Chain as shown in Figure 2.
Given a source node, the destination node is chosen randomly
with uniform distribution among all other nodes in the network.
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For a chosen source and destination node pair, the route-request
t
inter-arrival time has distribution fa (t) = µ1a e− µa , where µa =
1
λa .
Figure 3 illustrates the expected routing delay normalized to
L, the average delay of packet delivery over each link, for a network of 300 nodes, with purely source route caching. The mean
up-time is 1 and the mean down-time is 48.8. As a result, there
are 6 neighbors per node on average.
We define a TTL optimality factor γ, such that, when a new
route is cached, its TTL is set to γTopt , where Topt is the optimal
TTL value found as described in Section IV-B. Each plot in
Figure 3 represents the expected routing delay vs. γ, for 0.1 ≤
γ ≤ 10. The plots show the three cases where µa is 0.1, 0.3,
or 1, representing various route-request arrival frequencies. The
99.95% confidence intervals are also presented in the figure.
The analytical results are compared with the simulation results. Figure 3 shows that the analysis agrees very well with
the simulation. In particular, the simulation results demonstrate
that the minimal routing delay is indeed achieved at γ = 1, as
expected from the analysis.
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B. Performance Gain of the Optimal Source Route-Cache TTL
Using the proposed analytical framework, we can quantitatively study the advantage of optimizing the route-cache TTL.
In the following, we have scaled time such that µu = 1.
Therefore, the route-request frequency presented here represents
the relative frequency of the route requests to the frequency of
topology variation.
Figure 4 illustrates the minimal routing delay given the optimal TTL, for routes of length 1 ≤ D ≤ 20, and for routerequest inter-arrival time µa ∈ [0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10]. As expected,
these plots show that the routing delay is an increasing function
of both D and µa . In particular, when µa is large (i.e., µa > 3),
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Fig. 4. Expected routing delay based on the optimal TTL vs. the distance between source and destination nodes, with source route caching.
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µa=10

5.5

5

performance gain over TTL = 0

There is small (less than 2%) difference between the analytical
and simulation results. This is due to the pessimistic assumption
in the analytical model that once a link in a cached route fails, it
does not become up again at the time of the next route request.
In the simulation model and in reality, the re-establishment of
a failed link in a cached route has non-zero probability Prelink ,
so that the probability of a valid cached route is larger than that
dictated in the analytical model. Therefore, the analytical model
gives a slightly larger estimation of the expected routing delay.
However, as explained in Section IV-A, given a fixed node degree, Prelink is a decreasing function of the network size and,
in general, is quite small for networks of size 100 or more, as
demonstrated by this example.
When a route request arrives soon after the previous one, it is
very likely that the cached route is still valid. As expected, Figure 3 shows that, for a given value of γ, the expected routing delay per route request is a decreasing function of the route-request
frequency.
Figure 3 also demonstrates how the routing delay is affected
by the TTL selection, for different route-request frequencies. As
shown in Section IV-B, the route-request frequency does not affect the optimal TTL value. However, if the chosen TTL value
is much larger than the mean inter-arrival time of the route requests, the TTL almost never expires, and its value does not affect the routing delay. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 where
the plots level off when γ is large. In particular, when the routerequest frequency is high (e.g., µa = 0.1), the expected routing
delay does not change much for TTL greater than Topt . On the
other hand, if the chosen TTL value is much smaller than the
mean inter-arrival time of the route requests, the cached route
is almost never used. In this case, neither the TTL value nor
the route-request frequency affects the routing delay. This is
demonstrated in Figure 3 where all three plots converge, when
γ is small, to the routing delay of a non-caching system. In particular, when the route-request frequency is low (e.g., µa = 1),
the expected routing delay increases very little for TTL less than
Topt .
Based on the above observations, a conclusion can be drawn
that the optimal TTL determination is the most important when
the route-request inter-arrival time is moderate compared with
the mean link-failure time.
The results for systems with other parameter values are similar
to Figure 3 and are omitted.
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Fig. 5. Performance gain, achieved by using the optimal route-cache TTL, over
systems not using route-cache (i.e., TTL=0), with source route caching.

the optimized routing delay approaches 2LD, the expected delay
when no route cache is used.
We define the performance gain as the ratio between the expected delay of using a non-optimal TTL and the expected delay
of using the optimal TTL. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the performance gain over the no route-cache system (i.e., TTL=0) and
the never-expiring route-cache system (i.e., TTL=∞), respectively, for various values of D and µa . Non-surprisingly, Figure 5 shows that the performance gain over TTL=0 decreases
as the route length increases and as the route-request frequency
decreases. Figure 6 shows that the performance gain relative to
TTL=∞ is not a monotonic function of either the route length or
the route-request frequency.8 However, in the non-trivial cases
8 When

D is small, such that Topt is comparable to µu , and if µa << µu ,
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1.7

performance gain over TTL = ∞

that are scalable. Figure 7 illustrates the performance gain of the
optimal route-cache TTL for different levels of traffic locality.
In describing the traffic locality, we have used a power distribution similar to what is described in [20]. Let πD be the
probability that a given route request is made to a destination of
D hops away. If D is upper-bounded by Dmax , the probability
distribution function of D is defined as

µ =0.1
a
µa=0.3
µa=1
µa=3
µa=10

1.6

1.5

D−α
πD = Dmax
,
−α
i=1 i
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Fig. 6. Performance gain, achieved by using the optimal route-cache TTL, over
using never-expiring route-cache (i.e., TTL=∞), with source route caching.

performance gain achieved by the optimal TTL

4
over no−cache, α=0
over TTL = ∞, α=0
over no−cache, α=1
over TTL = ∞, α=1
over no−cache, α=2
over TTL = ∞, α=2
over no−cache, α=3
over TTL = ∞, α=3

3.5

3

(14)

where a larger value of α indicates a higher level of locality.
In Figure 7, we plot the performance gain of the optimal TTL,
over the no route-cache system and the never-expiring routecache system, for α ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and for µa ∈ [0.1, 10]. We
have assumed that Dmax = 20. Figure 7 demonstrates that
the performance gain achieved by using the optimal route-cache
TTL is a fast increasing function of α. As a point of reference,
when α = 3 and µa = 1, using the optimal TTL can reduce the
routing delay of either a non-caching system or a never-expiring
caching system by approximately 25%. Further improvement
can be achieved in extreme cases. For example, when α = 3 and
µa = 0.1, the performance gain of 3.7 is obtained over the noncaching system. As another example, when α = 3 and µa = 10,
the performance gain of 1.7 is obtained over the never-expiring
caching system. Therefore, route-cache optimization is especially important in the design of on-demand routing protocols
where the traffic pattern must be localized in order to achieve
scalability.

2.5

C. Performance Gain of the Optimal TTL with Intermediate
Route Caching

2

1.5

1

0

10

1

10

mean route−request inter−arrival time

Fig. 7. Performance gain achieved by using the optimal source route-cache TTL,
as a function of µa , for different traffic locality patterns.

where µa is not too small, the performance is indeed a decreasing function of the route length. This suggests that route-cache
TTL optimization, in source route caching, is more advantageous in networks with localized traffic patterns such that the
route lengths are not too long.
In [6] and [20], it was observed that the capacity of wireless
ad hoc networks degrades catastrophically with the network size
unless the network traffic is localized. Therefore, traffic localization is an essential characteristic of practical ad hoc networks
C(∞)

C(∞)

then C(T ) ≈ C(∞) = 1. Furthermore, as µa increases from 0.1µu to
opt
10µu , the performance gain over T T L = ∞ increases from 1 to 2. When D
C(∞)
C(∞)
is large, such that Topt is small, C(T ) ≈ C(0) . Since C(∞) increases as
opt
µa decreases, the performance gain over T T L = ∞ is a decreasing function of
µa .
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Routing delay can be further decreased with intermediate
route caching. Figure 8 illustrates the performance gain of using
the optimal TTL versus a no route-cache system (i.e., TTL=0).
Since the expected delay when TTL=0 is the same whether intermediate route-caches exist or not, compared with Figure 5, this
figure shows that the expected performance achieved by using
intermediate route caching can be much greater than that with
using only source route caching. Furthermore, this benefit is the
most prominent when the routes are long.
However, the potential penalty of keeping route caches for too
long is also larger with intermediate routing caching. Figure 9
illustrates the performance gain of using the optimal TTL versus
a never-expiring route-cache system (i.e., TTL=∞). Compared
with Figure 6, this figure shows that keeping intermediate routecaches indefinitely can lead to expected delay that is more than
10-fold larger than if only source route-caches are keep indefinitely. It further shows that the performance gain of the optimal
TTL is a monotonic function of both the route length and the
route request frequency. When the routes are long, the negative
effect of stale routes, due to large TTL, compounds with intermediate route caching, and hence the selection of optimal TTL
values is more important. Likewise, when the mean time between route requests is long, the route caches are more likely
to be invalid, and hence the penalty of using large TTL is more
severe.
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Fig. 10. Performance gain achieved by using the optimal intermediate routecache TTL, as a function of µa , for different traffic locality patterns.

4

α = 0), using source route caching can reduce the routing delay
by 1.5 times, while using intermediate route caching can reduce
the routing delay by 3 times.
This figure also confirms the result shown in Figure 9 that,
with intermediate route caching, there is a large penalty for keeping route caches for too long, especially when the network traffic
flows have long spans. For example, in a network with µa = 1
and α = 0, compared with the optimal TTL strategy, when only
purely source route caching is used, keeping route-caches indefinitely only increase the routing delay by 20%, but when intermediate route caching is used, keeping route-caches indefinitely
increases the routing delay by 600%.

2

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 8. Performance gain, achieved by using the optimal route-cache TTL, over
systems not using route-cache (i.e., TTL=0), with intermediate route caching.
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Fig. 9. Performance gain, achieved by using the optimal route-cache TTL,
over using never-expiring route-cache (i.e., TTL=∞), with intermediate route
caching.

To describe traffic locality, we again use the power distribution
as in (14), where D now represents the full route length from ns
to nd . In Figure 10, we plot the performance gain of the optimal TTL, over the no route-cache system and the never-expiring
route-cache system, for α ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and for µa ∈ [0.1, 10].
We have assumed that the maximal route length is 20 hops.
This figure shows that, with intermediate route caching, the
performance gain of using optimally selected route caches values versus not using route caches is a fast increasing function of
the traffic locality α. This is similar to the pure source routing
case as shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, it shows that using intermediate route caching as oppose to only source route caching
is more important when the network has less local traffic. For
example, when µa = 0.1 and the traffic pattern is uniform (i.e.,
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Routing delay is one of the major drawbacks of on-demand
routing protocols in mobile ad hoc networks. Route caching,
with per-route lifetime limits, can significantly improve the performance of on-demand routing. However, the route-cache TTL
needs to be properly chosen.
We have proposed analytical models to compute the expected
routing delay when a source node or an intermediate node has a
cached route with a given TTL value. We have also introduced
numerical methods to determine the optimal TTL of a newly
cached route. Our analytical results agree very well with the
simulation results.
Through the proposed analytical and numerical frameworks,
one can study the routing delay of a network given various operation parameters. The results of our analysis have shown that,
compared with not using route-cache, the utilization of an optimal route-cache TTL strategy is the most effective when the
traffic pattern is localized. As a point of reference, in networks
where the requested routes have the inverse-cubic distance distribution, the optimal route-cache TTL can reduce the expected
routing delay by a factor of 1.5 to 4 times. Furthermore, intermediate route caching can significantly out perform pure source
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route caching when the traffic is not overly localized. For example, with uniform traffic and route requests ten times as frequent
as link breakages, the optimal pure source route caching reduces
the routing delay by a factor of 1.5, while the optimal intermediate route caching reduces the routing delay by a factor of 3.
In addition, our numerical results have demonstrated quantitatively the penalty for keeping indefinite route-caches versus
using the proposed optimal route-cache TTL. The penalty is significantly more severe for intermediate route caching than for
pure source route caching, with a more than 10-fold increase
in routing delay. Therefore, when intermediate route caching
is employed in ad hoc networks, the proposed route-cache TTL
strategy provides an important framework for an overall efficient
system design.
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